Monitoring influenza hemagglutinin and glycan interactions using surface plasmon resonance.
Hemagglutinin (HA) is a trimeric glycoprotein expressed on the influenza virus membrane. HA of influenza viruses binds to the host's cell surface complex glycans via a terminal sialic acid (Sia), as the first key step in the process of infection, transmission and virulence of influenza viruses. It is important to monitor and evaluate the receptor (glycan) binding preferences of the HAs derived from influenza A viruses, especially those originating from birds and swine, to understand their potential ability for interspecies transmission. From this viewpoint, in the present study, we have developed a protocol for analyzing the glycan-HA interactions efficiently and kinetically, based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Our results showed that glycan-HA binding analyses can be performed reliably and efficiently on Biacore-chips in the SPR system, using chemically synthesized biotinylated multivalent-glycans. Using the CAP-chip, we were able to regenerate the surface for multiple analyses, allowing us to derive, for the first time, the precise kinetic parameters for different HA-glycan complexes of newly emerging influenza viruses. These studies suggested that this SPR-based method is suitable for influenza surveillance to define the pandemic scenario as well as to screen of synthetic glycans and other compounds that may interfere with glycan-HA interactions.